In this paper, we examine the question of regularity of sums of special elements that appear in the study of orthogonality and invertibility.
Introduction
A fundamental problem in matrix theory, and more generally in ring theory, is the creation of units. For special elements such as nilpotents n, or idempotents e, some associated units are well known, such as (1 − n) −1 = 1 + n + n 2 + .. + n k−1 when n k = 0 or (1 + ex(1 − e)) −1 , where e 2 = e.
The search for units is facilitated by the existence of some special elements. In particular regular elements can be used, and the corresponding theory of generalized inverses may also be employed, leading to the search for group and Drazin inverses. Here we shall examine the relation between the various types of "invertibility".
Let R be an associative ring with unity 1 throughout the discussions. The right and left indices of an element a ∈ R, if any, are respectively defined by rind(a) = min{k; a k+1 R = a k R} and lind(a) = min{k; Ra k+1 = Ra k }.
If both indices are finite then they are equal, and the element is called strongly-pi-regular. This occurs exactly when there is a unique common solution x to the equations a k xa = a k , ax = xa, xax = x, for some k, and it is denoted by a d , the Drazin inverse of a. An element a is regular if aa − a = a for some inner or 1-inverse a − . The set of all inner inverses of a is denoted by {a} − .
We sayâ is an outer inverse of a ifâaâ =â.
An element a has a reflexive inverse a + if aa + a = a, a + aa + = a + .
A reflexive inverse that commutes with a, if any, must be unique and is called the group inverse of a, denoted by a # .
The method used for studying units and regularity can be multiplicative or additive. The former is limited by the fact that if ab is a unit then a and b have one-sided inverses, but may not be units. On the other hand the shifts 1 − ab and 1 − ba are related via 
Moreover [2] (1 − ab)
where p = 1 − (1 − ba) + (1 − ba) and q = 1 − (1 − ba)(1 − ba) + .
In the additive case we may employ (i) special elements;
(ii) (bi)-orthogonality: ab = 0 = ba and Pierce's decomposition.
(iii) +-orthogonality: a + b = 0 = ba + , which is equivalent to aR ∩ bR = (0) = Ra ∩ Rb.
Of special interest are units of the form a + (1 − e)h where e is idempotent. In particular this appears in the search for group inverse of a product paq, where a is regular and p, q are units. Indeed, [11] : m = paq has a group inverse if u = a + (1 − aa
For matrices there are two approaches one can use:
(i) use an "internal" approach in which the resulting elements become "projected", and closer to orthogonal;
(ii) an "external" approach, in which the resulting elements become "more sparse" and hence easier to handle. Again regularity of some of the elements is crucial.
We begin with the "horizontal" question.
Units and bi-orthogonality
We recall that a large class of additive units is given by the following.
Lemma 2.1. Let e be an idempotent The following are equivalent.
, the equivalence of the first three conditions is clear. The fact that v is a unit iff (4) holds, is also well known.
More generally given elements a and b, it means that we must find α, β such that
The simplest case is where we desire/force bi-orthogonality, i.e. aβ = 0 = βa and αb = 0 = bα.
This leaves ab + αβ = 1 = ba + βα.
A possible way of creating orthogonality is by using idempotents e and f , not necessarily equal. Our aim is to "transfer" units from the skew-corner ring (1 − e)R(1 − f ) to units in R, with aid of bi-orthogonality. Moreover we shall see that regularity appears quite naturally in this setting.
Recall
The associative law now ensures that (1 − f )y(1 − e) = (1 − f )z(1 − e) and (1 − e)x(1 − f ) is a "semi-invertible" in the skew corner ring (1 − e)R(1 − f ).
Let us now use the identities of (6) in our search for bi-orthogonality. Indeed if we take α = (1 − e)x(1 − f ) and β = (1 − f )y(1 − e) then we know that αβ = 1 − e and βα = 1 − f and we must select ab = e and ba = f.
In order to satisfy the orthogonality conditions (4), it suffices to assume
This says that b = f b = be and a = af = ea. We now can easily check that
Because ab = e we further get aba = ea = a and bab = be = b. In other words, a and b are regular and b = a + is a reflexive inverse of a.
We can satisfy the stronger orthogonality conditions (8) by choosing e = aa − and f = a = a, where a = is a 1-inverse of a. With this choice, we have
which clearly is a reflexive inverse of a.
The two units now take the form
If we replace a − and a = both by a + , then
The analogue for two regular elements a and b is given by [6] .
Lemma 2.2. If aR = bR and Ra = Rb, then there exist units u and v such that au = b = va.
We now turn to a special case where another idempotent f will be introduced.
Relation between types of invertibility
The question of invertibility of a sum is closely related to that of "generalized invertibility", such as regularity or the existence of a group inverse. Our aim is to express one type of invertibility for one element in terms of a "lower level" of invertibility for another element [8] .
We shall focus on the regularity and strongly-pi-regularity of the elements u = ag + 1 − aa − and v = a + (1 − aa − )h, when a is regular, and in particular on the (one-sided) invertibility of these elements. These are not equivalent unless g or h is a unit. We shall see that the former is much simpler to handle than the latter. Needless to say, the case where g = 1 is of special interest, and can be used to characterize the invertibility of two by two block matrices.
We begin by observing that if p is a unit and m = paq, then p −1 mp = a(qp) and as such that
In other words the search for m d reduces to that of finding (ag) d where g = qp.
A parallel result holds if q is a unit.
We begin with an easier case.
The element ag
To investigate the regularity or invertibility of a sum a+b, where a is regular, there are two approaches we can take, namely
(ii) use the Pierce's Decomposition of Theorem 2.2 of [7] .
The latter, however, requires that µ = 1 + a + b and ν = 1 + ba + both be units, which may not be satisfied in all cases. We first take the direct approach.
Direct approach
Suppose that (ag + 1 − aa − )x(ag + 1 − aa − ) = ag + 1 − aa − . Premultiplication by aa − followed by post multiplication by a gives agxaga = aga. Next, premultiplication by 1 − aa − followed by post multiplication by a gives (1 − aa − )xaga = 0 and thus xaga = aa − xaga. Substituting this into the previous identity we arrive at (aga)(a − x)(aga) = aga and hence aga must be regular. Conversely suppose that (aga)z(aga) = aga. Then it can be verified that (ag + 1 − aa − ) − = azaa − + 1 − azag, which, needless to say, is not obvious.
Let us now use the second option.
Pierce's decomposition
Lemma 3.1. The following are equivalent:
(c) aga is regular.
In which case
Let us now turn to the left and right indices of the element u = ag + 1 − aa − , and extend the work of [3] .
Proof. (a). First we observe [3] that
and hence that
Substituting this in u k+1 ra = u k a gives (ag) k+1 ra = (ag) k a. On account of (11) this shows that (ag) k+1 a(a − ra) = (ag) k a and (ag) k+1 aR = (ag) k aR.
For the converse suppose that (ag) k+1 ay = (ag) k a. It can now be verified directly that
as desired.
Conversely let z(ag) k+1 a = (ag) k a. We will show that [aa (b) and [8] .
It should be noted that a knowledge of r and s such that u k = u k+1 r = su k+1 will give us the elements y and z such that z(ag) k+1 a = (ag) k a = (ag) k+1 ay, and conversely. Indeed (I) r = aya − + 1 − ayg and s = aa − zaa − + 1 − aa − zag (II) y = a − ra and z = s.
When
In this case (ag) k+1 a(a − ra) = (ag) k a becomes (ag) k+1 ag(g −1 a − rag) = (ag) k ag or (ag) k+2 λ = (ag) k+1 , where λ = g −1 (a − ra)g. Similarly R(ag) k+1 a = R(ag) k a if and only if R(ag) k+2 = R(ag) k+1 , and
Indeed, s(ag) k+1 a = (ag) k a is equivalent to µ(ag) k+2 = (ag) k+1 where µ = s. If both hold,
Let us examine the special cases where the index equals k = 0, k = 1 or when g = 1.
Corollary 3.1. (a) ag + 1 − aa − has a right inverse iff agaR = aR.
(b) ag + 1 − aa − has a left inverse iff Raga = Ra.
(c) ag + 1 − aa − is a unit iff agaR = aR and Raga = Ra, in which case
where agay = a = zaga.
(d) ag + 1 − aa − has a group inverse iff (ag) 2 aR = agaR and R(ag) 2 a = Raga in which case
where (ag) 2 ay = aga = z(ag) 2 a.
Proof. (d).
Since ru 2 = u = u 2 s then u exists and u # = rus. The formula is obtained by performing the desired calculations.
When g is a unit we know that (ag) k aR = (ag) k+1 R, and R(ag) k a = R(ag) k+1 . This gives (c) ag + 1 − aa − is a unit iff (ag) # exists, in which case
where (ag) 2 λ = a = µaga.
Moreover, (ag)
Proof. These follow from the previous results. It remains to show the expression for (ag) # . Since ag = z(ag) 2 = (ag) 2 (g −1 yg) then (ag) # = z(ag)(g −1 yg) (see [5] ). From y = a − ra and z = s, with ur = 1 = su, we obtain (ag) # = sagg −1 a − rag = saa − rag. Because r = s = u −1 this takes the form (ag) # = u −1 aa − u −1 ag. 2. a + 1 − aa − has a right inverse iff a 2 R = aR.
3. a + 1 − aa − has a left inverse iff Ra 2 = Ra.
The following are equivalent:
(a) w = a 2 a − + 1 − aa − is a unit;
(e) a has a group inverse, in which case
5. a + 1 − aa − has a group inverse iff a 3 R = a 2 R and Ra 3 = Ra 2 , in which case
and
Proof. (4). The equivalences follow from [9, 11] . In order to prove the expressions given in (17), write u = 1 − aa − (aa − − a) = 1 − xy, with x = aa − and y = aa − − a and assume it is a unit.
The expression for u # given in (18) follows directly from (16).
Remarks

1.
If n is regular nilpotent of index r, then the power r of u = n + 1 − nn − is regular. Indeed, since u r = (n r−1 + . . . n + 1)(
We note that u may not be regular. As an example, take N = 0 1 0 0 , 2. It is of interest to see when ng + (1 − nn − ) will be regular, when n is regular nilpotent and g is arbitrary.
3. We can also directly derive the expression (18). Set w = a 2 a − + 1 − aa − . Since i(a) ≤ 2 then i(w) ≤ 1, and w # = a d aa − + 1 − aa − , using [8, Theorem 3.5] . We may write w = 1 − αβ, with α = aa − − a and β = aa − and note that u = 1 − βα. Using [2, Theorem 3.5], the indices of u and w are equal, and
The expression follows.
The other twin
Let us now turn to the twin element v = a + (1 − aa − )h = a + eh. The computations will be much harder because of the lack of simple orthogonality and the absence of telescoping. We again begin with the question of regularity.
Direct approach
Suppose a is regular and that e = 1 − aa − , f = 1 − a − a. Clearly ea = 0 = af . We wish to find out when a + (1 − aa − )h is also regular and begin with the necessary conditions. First, let (a + eh)x(a + eh) = a + eh.
Pre and post multiplication by e and f respectively gives
On the other hand, pre-multiplication by a − a and post-multiplication by f gives
Plugging back into (21) gives (ehf )x(ehf ) = ehf.
and ehf must be regular. Suppose now that aa = a = a and that e = 1 − aa = , f = 1 − a = a. We may state Lemma 3.2. For any h, ehf is regular iff e hf is regular.
Proof
For the sufficient condition we need the form of the desired inner inverse in terms of (ehf ) − . To see what possible contenders are feasible, we shall first turn to the alternative approach, which uses Pierce's Decomposition [7] .
Pierce's Decomposition
Let e = 1 − aa + , f = 1 − a + a and consider u = a + e h = A + B. Then A + B = 0. We may apply [7, Corollary 2.2] with y = (1 − AA + )B −1 (1 − A + A) = e hf which implies that a + e h is regular iff y = e hf is regular,
in which case we have the reflexive inverse (a + e h)
Based on the form of this inner inverse we can verify that when ehf is regular, with
On account of Lemma 3.2 we may now state Lemma 3.3. The following are equivalent:
To
, which contains a bi-orthogonal splitting. We now recall [2] 
Now, bi-orthogonality easily yields a reflexive inverse z + = aa − (a 2 a − ) + aa − + 1 − aa − , which may be substituted to give a second reflexive inverse of u.
Remarks
1.
It is not known if a more compact reflexive inverse of a + 1 − aa − can be found.
2. Writing u = a+e with e = 1−aa + , we see that u = ν(a+ef ), where ν = 1+ea + and f = 1−a + a.
On the other hand, writing u = e + a, we see that u = ν (e + a 2 a + ), where ν = 1 + ae. Hence
and therefore a reflexive inverse of a + ef can be obtained via (a 2 a + + e) + = aa + (a 2 a + ) + aa + + e.
We may, as such, relate (a + e) + to (a 2 a + ) + , but the relation is not very "pretty".
3. It would be of interest to show directly that ah −1 a is regular iff (1 − aa − )h(1 − a − a) is regular.
It is not obvious why (
1 − aa − + a) + a 2 (a 2 ) + (1 − a) is idempotent.
It is not clear if any simplification occurs when
We next turn to one-sided inverses.
One-sided inverses
Theorem 3.2. Let a be regular and let e = 1 − aa − for some a − . Then 1. a + eh has a right inverse iff there exists an inner inverse a = and an associated idempotent f = 1 − a = a such that eh(1 − f ) = 0 and ehf R = eR.
2. a + eh is a unit if in addition
and conversely.
Proof.
(1). Let [a + eh]x = 1. Pre-multiplying this by 1 − e shows that ax = 1 − e and thus axa = a, so that x is an inner inverse of a, and we set 1−f = xa. Next we post-multiply by a, giving a+ehxa = a. Consequently, eh(1 − f ) = 0 and ehf = eh.
We then have R = [a + eh]R ⊆ aR
Since ehf R ⊆ eR and the sums are direct we may conclude that ehf R = eR.
Recall that if R = aR
5 The matrix case
, where we assume that one of the blocks is regular. For the sake of symmetry it is best to assume that d or a is regular. Assuming the former, we may now use equivalence to "improve" the off diagonal entries, making them closer to "being orthogonal". We shall apply block splittings to matrices as follows. 
We can go another step backwards if we the assume that Q + P = 0 = P Q + . This means that M is regular with
Using the factorization
where
Consider, therefore, the matrix A = ζ cf eb d , and observe that d + (eb) = 0 = cf d + . We may
Then B + C = 0 = CB + and hence if A and B are regular so is C.
To repeat, we must assume that eb and cf are regular. However the obvious splitting
is not usefull since (cf ) + ζ and ζ(eb) + need not vanish. Instead we reduce C further. We first define the idempotents:
We now have
and can now proceed to split
where w = pζh. Now it is clear that M is regular iff A is regular iff X is regular.
We now claim that X is regular iff w is regular. To do this we repeat the above splitting with ζ replaced by w, i.e.,
Hence if X and Y are regular then so is w cf eb 0 . We now however, can proceed with a second splitting Z = w cf eb 0 = 0 cf eb 0 + w 0 0 0 = U + V.
Because w = pζh, we see that (cf ) + w = 0 = w(eb) + and U + V = 0 = V U + so that we have a +-orthogonal splitting. Lastly, since Z and U are regular, so is V and thus w is regular. For the converse we need that V + U = 0 = U V + . Assume w is regular. Because of the form of w we know that hw + p is a reflexive inverse of w, so we can take V + = hw + p 0 0 0 . Since hw + p(cf ) = 0 = (eb)hw + p we see that V + U = 0 = U V + and we may take
entailing that
The above splitting also provides a way to compute a 1-inverse of a matrix.
As an example, consider the matrix M = 29 2 3 10 = a c b d over the commutative ring Z 35 .
Since gcd(a 2 , 35) always divides a, for all a ∈ Z 35 , as 35 is the product of two distinct primes, then a 2 x = a mod 35 is always consistent. That is, Z 35 is a regular ring, and so is the ring of n×n matrices over Z 35 . We will use the above splitting and notation to construct a 1-inverse of M . Firstly, we obtain, for d + = 5, e = 21, f = 21, ζ = 34.
Also cf = 7 and eb = 28, and we may take (cf ) 
Remarks
We conclude with some remarks and open questions.
1. The regularity of the sum a + (1 − aa + ) will be used in the study of block group inverses.
2. If e and f are idempotent, when is e + f regular or a unit?
3. What other results on generalized inverses are there using skew corner rings?
4. Parallel results exist for a + 1 − a − a.
